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About This Game

Take to the skies in one of over 30 accurately represented aircraft and defend the Pacific Theatre from invading enemy forces.
Fight your way through intense air-to-air, air-to-ship, and air-to-ground combat while piloting dive bombers, fighters, and

torpedo bombers over visually striking, historically accurate locations.

From the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor to the fierce Battle of Iwo Jima, outmaneuver your foes through more than 20 multi-
objective single-player and co-op missions, or engage in head-to-head dogfights against online rivals. Whether flying alone,

alongside, or against your teammates, use your aerial arsenal to devastate the enemy and dominate the air.

Beautifully rendered aircraft, islands, and battle scenes
Distinctive multiplayer flight combat gaming experiences
Pilot over 30 accurately represented aircraft
Flight Stick controller-compatible for truly immersive gameplay
Complete missions to acquire upgrade points - - unlock new planes; improve armor, performance and weapons; change
paint schemes, and more!
Full-featured award system - - earn Achievements by completing in-game challenges.
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Title: Damage Inc. Pacific Squadron WWII
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
Trickstar Games
Publisher:
Mad Catz
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP (SP2)
Processor:Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0GHz or AMD Athlon X2 4000+
Memory:1 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 7800 or ATI Radeon HD 2600 Pro, 256MB, Shader Model 3.0+ Graphics Card
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:4 GB HD space
Sound:DirectX 9.0c-compatible Sound Card
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian
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Very dissapointing, no one online for multiplayer, EVER. Air Conflicts Secret Wars is better :). Console port style controls.
Throttle is buttons only.

If you have a flight stick, forget it.

If you want a flight sim, play something else.
. This does not support standard PC joysticks, do not purchase this software. I recently purchased the new Ace Combat and that
would not work with my Logitech Extreme joystick and the game required that you have a Thrustmaster Hotas 4. Had a little
extra cash so went out and bought the game dumb\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that I was. The joystick experience sucked.
Then purchased Damage Inc which would not work with either my Logitech nor my new Thrustmaster. Low and behold
postings now say that this will work with another vendor specific joystick (MadCatz). Steam continues to allow vendors to sell
flight sims with vendor specific controllers and this should not be allowed. Do not waste your money on Damage Inc nor Ace
Combat. I have since requested a refund for both. Will never buy another flight sim from Steam again. In closing I wish they
had different review comments, they have an option for Yes\/No for recommending this game. They should add an option for
no way in hell should you waste your money.. Nothing works on the game. I spent 46 minutes trying. example: Control
confiuration had the following buttons (Nav)(Restore)(Back)(Select) none of them worked. There was absolutely no button, key,
or joystick control that did anything
to (thrust)(throttle) This thing is a total disaster and I want it removed from my library and my computer. Needless to
say I am not going to pay 39 bucks for it. I'm not going to pay anything for it.

I will forward this information to VISA explaining the misrepresentation involved as spelled out above.
If you dissagree with this contact me via email or 772 569 3350. This is an ok arcade flight sim. A little choppy but workable
frame rates. It will do until someone makes a decent flight sim again.. Found it easier for myself to avoid playing it rather than
trying to fit in in the control schemes provided (other problems aside). Make yourself a service and check out forums prior to
buying, as it may save you some money. Also good idea would be to at least wait for a discount, if you have to test your luck..
Fun arcade style world war two flight sim. Has a large variety of planes and fun gameplay.. This has to be one of worse games I
every play. The controls are limited and it's controllers are a joke.. When I tried my joystick, it froze out my thrusts. Don't buy
this game. Look for something else. Pros: This is a very nice enjoyable combat simulator. Its's arcade style, but you can fly it
with a joystick or gamepad. The game makers put a lot of effort in the missions. Some of them seem to actually have a
historical source. In this game you get to dogfight in multiple World War 2 fighters. You can even choose to get into an Axis
fighter to fight the Japanese. Also nice are the multiple views like 3rd person, from the hood of a plane or cockpit view. So you
can always choose what you like. This game has a full campagne coop. Yes people you can play this game with 3 online team
mates. So I had many hours of double fun with this game.

Cons: The game always starts with me in windowed mode. Also I have to adjust the settings for my screen in game all the times
when I start this game. These are just minor bugs and more a nuisance then a real burdon. Also the volume in the game is quite
loud making it difficult to hear my mates on teamspeak. So before I start this game I have to adjust the volume settings in
Teamspeak. Also a minor bug.

All and all a very good game with nice graphics. It brought me back into the fierce combat of World War 2 Pacific theatre.
Definitely a good bang(s) for a bug.
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Too expensive for what you get, War thunder's much better, spend \u00a329.99 on warthunder.
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